How to achieve auto-identification in Raman analysis by spectral feature extraction & Adaptive Hypergraph.
With the miniaturization of Raman spectrometers, Raman spectroscopy (including Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy) has been widely applied to various fields, especially towards rapid detection applications. In order to deal with the accompanied massive databases, large numbers of Raman spectra require to be handled and identified in an effective and automatic manner. This paper proposes an algorithm of material auto-identification, which makes use of machine learning methods to analyze Raman spectra. Firstly, a universal method of spectral feature extraction is designed to automatically process Raman spectra after the background subtraction. Secondly, the extracted feature vectors are used to classify and identify target materials by Adaptive Hypergraph (AH), an efficient classifier in the field of machine learning, in a manner of automation with an accuracy rate of ~99%. Compared with Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF), two typical methods of classification, the AH classifier provides better performance free of tuning any parameter facing different targets. Thirdly, Cubic Spline Interpolation is introduced to enhance the universal of the proposed algorithm between different databases from different Raman spectrometers with variant vendors. The identification accuracy rate is up to 98% using the high frequency sampling spectra as the learning and the low frequency sampling ones as the testing, respectively.